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Technical
 Run9→Run11 improvements, rate (in)dependence
 pC/H-jet normailzation: (in)stability

Run11 results
 Polarization vs. time
 Polarization profiles
 Ramp-down study

Continuing work

Run11 pC polarization results (so far) W. Schmidke
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08.06.11
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Largest impact from electronics improvements:
 Replaced Si detector preamps: Q→I sensitive
  - faster signals 10's nS → ~10 nS
  - reduced pileup, baseline shifts
 Si detector ceramic boards:
  - improved grounding
  - reduced sensitivity to beam induced EM pulse

Unsuccessful attempt:
 Downstream polarim. DAQ moved into tunnel
  shorter cables to DAQ ⇒ shorter pulses
 But: electronics in tunnel quickly failed start of RHIC ops.
 DAQ moved back out mid-Feb.
   ⇒ downtream polarim. results start later

Run9 → Run11 improvements
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 Test pulse appled to all preamps ~500 Hz
 Monitor pulse rate, amplitude for rate effects:

Run9 rate effects

total pC
rate in Si

test pulse
    rate

test pulse
amplitude 

max. 1.4 MHz 

max. 7.7 MHz 

~40% rate
loss

 amp.
loss

low rates high rates 

total rate is
for 72 chan. 
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 Run11 highest rate runs > 3× Run9
 ~negligible effects

Run9→Run11 rate effects

total pC
rate in Si

test pulse
    rate

test pulse
amplitude 

max. 7.7 MHz 
max. 25 MHz

~5% rate
loss

no amp.
loss

Run11 high rates Run9 high rates 

Now with faster
electronics:
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 25 MHz (e.g. prev. slide) was a highest rate run
  ⇒ no significant rate effects in Run11

Run 11 Rates
B1Up

Y2Up

total rate 
in MHz for
72 chan. 
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 Final pC/H-jet normalization applied:

Polarization vs. Fill: 250 GeV

B2Dn 〈 P 〉 =46%

B1Up 〈 P 〉 =45%
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 Final pC/H-jet normalization applied:

Polarization vs. Fill: 250 GeV

Y2Up 〈 P 〉 =47%

Y1Dn 〈 P 〉 =49%
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Polarization vs. Fill: 24 GeV
 Final pC/H-jet normalization not applied

B2Dn 〈 P 〉 =B1Up 〈 P 〉 =

Y2Up 〈 P 〉 = Y1Dn 〈 P 〉 =
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Polarization ratio Up/Dn vs. Fill
 Final pC/H-jet normalization not applied in 24 GeV plots
 Check ratio constant in time:

r-Blu 24 GeV r-Blu 250 GeV

r-Yel 24 GeV r-Yel 250 GeV

 Deviations from constant ⇒ measure of run-to-run systematics
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 Assume beam has gaus. tranverse intensity dist:
   I(x) = I

0
⋅exp(- ½ x2/2

INT
)

 And gaus. transverse polarization dist.:
   P(x) = P

0
⋅exp(- ½ x2/2

POL
)

 We don't measure trasverse target position well,
  can't map out I(x), P(x)

 But plot P(I); 

                      fit P(I)∝I
r

 For gaus. dist.:
                      r = (

INT
/

POL
)2

 r larger ⇒ 
                   polar. dist. falls off faster compared to beam size
 Use “r” to characterize polar. profiles➘

Polarization profiles
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Polar. profiles vs. Fill: Dnstream
B2Dn 24 GeV 〈 r 〉 =0.05

Y1Dn 24 GeV 〈 r 〉 =0.07

B2Dn 250 GeV 〈 r 〉 =0.20

Y1Dn 250 GeV 〈 r 〉 =0.18

 Polarization profile “r” grows injection→store
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 Already much discussed, interpreted...
 One point: The best new firm result is         
              ρ = P(110 GeV-downramp)/P(110 GeV-upramp)
  Why?
 Again problem is stabilty of carbon E-window ↔ A

N

 E.g. using H-jet normalization each year, @ 250 GeV we had:
             A

N 
= 0.0144 Run9

             A
N 

= 0.0124 Run11 (upstream polarimeters)     15% difference

 Both years supposed to be for 0.4<T<0.9 MeV, but???
 Similarly: we only have A

N
(100 GeV) for Run9 and earlier;

    without it for Run11 can't compare P(100 GeV) ↔ P(24, 250 GeV)
 A

N
 cancels in ratio of P @ same beam energy  

          ⇒ ratio P = ratio raw asymmetries
 From the study: ρ(BUp) = 0.71   ρ(BDn) = 0.75 
                           ρ(YUp) = 0.65   ρ(YDn) = 0.77

  ⇒ 1/4-1/3 polarization lost 100→250→100 GeV cycle

Ramp-down study
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Ramp-down study: profile growth
 The polar. profile “r” is also independent of A

N

 Can track through 24→100→250→100 GeV cycle:

 Another firm result: “r” grows through the ramp up/down process

B2Dn

B1Up

B2Dn Y1Dn

Y2Up

“400 GeV” = 100 GeV on down-ramp
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Results so far: 
  continue tinkering, improving, bug-finding-fixing, …

Partial list more studies:

 Profile fits P(I) = P
0
(I/I

0
)
r 

; 
how does peak P

0
 vary e.g. inject. → store, ramp-down, fill-to-fill

 Logitudinal P(z) profile
 Polarization decay throughout stores
 And of course more will come up

Continuing work
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